
Key Challenges

AvePoint Compliance Solutions

In today’s business landscape, risk, data protection, and security officers must ensure their organiza-
tions meet mandated regulations as new data is created and old data is shared, moved, and edited. 
With large amounts of content and metadata, many organizations have an unorganized infrastructure 
which can lead to data loss, compromised information security, as well as an ineffective and non-com-
pliant migration process. However, with the proper compliance policies and system in place, business-
es can make it easier for users to comply in the office and on the road while maintaining a high level 
of productivity.

Solution Brief

AvePoint Compliance Solutions

By automatically discovering, mapping, classifying, and structuring content, organizations can be more aware of the amount 
and types of data they possess, allowing them to make informed decisions on how to control, store, and protect it all. This 
way, sensitive data, such as personally identifiable information (PII), can remain secure even when accessed remotely or 
shared externally during a collaborative process. AvePoint Compliance Solutions create structure, reduce the risk of 
information being improperly shared or exposed, and ensure data is compliant and secure before being moved or migrated 
in a time-efficient manner. It also creates detailed reports to prove compliance – including history and trends that allow 
compliance officers to analyze weak points and areas of improvement as well as highlight strong areas for continued success.

Data Loss Prevention

How do I protect
sensitive data from
accidental or intentional
misuse or exposure?

How do I classify and 
tag data in a way that 
makes it easy to access 
and control?

Classification

How do I migrate data
while maintaining
regulatory and organi-
zational compliance?

Compliant Migration

How do I ensure my
information is
protected during
external collaboration?

Information Security



Classification

●    Automatically tag data and classify content to create 
structure and uncover any hidden or dark data

●    Standardize permissions management and content 
provisioning

●    Develop security and permissions structures based on 
content classification

Data Loss Protection

●    Automatically revoke inappropriate permissions and 
quarantine or delete files in violation of policies

●    Location-based access control provides endpoint security
●    Identify and report on the quantifiable impact risk and 

security factors have on business

Compliant Migration

●    Scan the source environment beforehand to uncover 
potential problems and create a migration plan

●    Move data across different environments, on premises 
or in the cloud, instantly or at scheduled times

●    Maintain custom configurations – such as lists, libraries, 
metadata, and user profiles – in the new environment

Information Security 

●    Deep dive scans have the ability to search files and 
metadata for PII and other sensitive information

●    Expose only pre-approved content in a secure contain-
er environment for external collaboration projects

●    Reduce inherent risk of manual privacy assessments 
by automating evaluation, assessment, and reporting

Technical Overview
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AvePoint Compliance Solutions integrate classification, tagging, and structure with data and information security as well as 
the ability to create compliant migration plans when necessary. Create a sound, accessible infrastructure to increase your 
ability to protect content, manage data, and drive end user productivity in accordance with organizational governance and 
compliance policies.


